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ABSTRACT 

 
Opinion of people and their experience is very important information in decision making process. It’s a 

computational study of people’s opinion, attitude, emotions etc. With the growing availability and popularity of 

opinion resources people can now use information technology to get and understand the opinion of others. 

Extracting the useful content from these opinion sources becomes a challenging task. This situation created a new 

area of research called opinion mining and sentiment analysis. Opinion mining and sentiment analysis extract and 

classify the people’s opinion automatically from the internet.  Opinion Mining or Sentiment Analysis is a Natural 

Language Processing and Information Extraction task that identifies the user’s views or opinions explained in the 

form of positive, negative or neutral comments and quotes underlying the text. Text categorization generally 

classifies the documents by topic. 
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1 Introduction 

 Opinion Mining is one of the most powerful areas of data mining that helps organizations in discovering valuable 

insights into the needs and preferences of their customers . Opinion mining also referred to as sentiment analysis is 

the field of study that analyzes people‟s opinions, sentiments, evaluations, attitudes and emotions from written 

language. To be specific, in a given piece of text, opinion mining aims to identify the part which is expressing the 

opinion and what is being communicated. 

A more rigorous and detailed analysis of opinions in the public marketplace delineates aspects such as polarity i.e. 

negative, positive or  neutral subjectively of the opinion proffered, polarity strength of the contextual piece of text. 

The key would be to distill nuggets of information and insights from the opinion of the customer. 

2. Opinion Mining Techniques  
 There are a number of techniques available for analyzing and classifying sentiments to understand the opinions 

posted by individuals. There are two main approaches for analyzing sentiments, namely- 

1. Machine learning Approach:  it applies machine learning algorithms with linguistic features and can be 

implemented using either supervised learning or unsupervised learning methods. 
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2. Lexicon based Approach: it depends on the sentiment lexicon i.e. an assortment of known and precompiled 

sentiments terms. 

Lexicon based approach can be implemented using two methods, i.e. dictionary based approach and corpus based 

approach. Additionally, hybrid approach i.e. a combination of both machine learning and Lexicon-based approach 

can also be used to discover the true meaning and emotion behind many of the reviews and comments posted by 

Customers online. 

3. OPINION MINING AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

It is an extension of data mining which utilizes natural language processing techniques to extract people‟s opinion 

from World Wide Web. The recent trend in internet that encourages users to contribute their opinion and suggestion 

created a huge collection of valuable information in the web. The Opinion mining system analyze each text and see 

which part contain opinionated word, which is being opinionated and who has written the opinion. Sentiment 

analysis analyzes each opinionated word or phrase and determines its sentiment polarity orientation, whether it is 

positive or negative or neutral. It gives the summarized opinion of a writer or speaker. Sentient analysis can be done 

at word level, sentence level and document level. 

 

4. APPLICATIONS AREAS OF OPINION MINING AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

 

Since the Opinion based or feedback based application are more fashionable, now a days, the natural language 

processing community shows much interest in Sentiment Analysis and Opinion Mining system. The explosion of 

internet has changed the people‟s life style, now they are more expressive on their views and opinions [1], and this 

tendency helped the researchers in getting user-generated content easily. 

The major applications of Opinion mining and sentiment analysis are the following: 

1) Purchasing Product or Service: While purchasing a product or service, taking right decision is no longer a 

difficult task. By this technique, people can easily evaluate other‟s opinion and experience about any product or 

service and also he can easily compare the competing brands. Now people don‟t want to rely on external consultant. 

The Opinion mining and sentiment analysis extract people opinion form the huge collection of 

unstructured content, the internet, and analyze it and then present to them in highly structured and understantable 

manner. 

2) Quality Improvement in Product or service: By Opinion mining and sentiment analysis the manufactures can 

collect the critic‟s opinion as well as the favorable opinion about their product or service and thereby they can 

improve the quality of their product or service. They can make use of online product reviews from websites such as 

Amazon and C|Net [2, 3], RottenTomatoes.com [4] and IMDb [5]. 

3) Marketing research: The result of sentiment analysis techniques can be utilized in marketing research [6]. By 

sentiment analysis techniques, the recent trend of consumers about some product or services can be analyzed. 

Similarly the recent attitude of general public towards some new government policy can also be easily analyzed. 

These all result can be contributed to collective intelligent research [7]. 

4) Recommendation Systems: By classifying the people‟s opinion into positive and negative, the system can say 

which one should get recommended and which one should not get recommended[8]. 

5) Detection of “flame” : The monitoring of newsgroup and forums, blogs and social media is easily possible by 

sentiment analysis. Opinion mining and sentiment analysis can automatically detect arrogant words [6], over 

heated words or hatred language used in emails or forum entries or tweets on various internet sources. 

6) Opinion spam detection: Since internet is available to all, anyone can put anything on internet, this increased the 

possibility of spam content on the web. People may write spam content to mislead the people. Opinion mining and 

sentiment analysis can classify the internet content into‟ spam‟ content and „not spam‟ content [1]. 

7) Policy Making: Through Sentiment analysis, policy makers can take citizen‟s point of view towards some policy 

and they can utilize this information in creating new citizen friendly policy. 

8) Decision Making: People‟s opinion and experience are very useful element in decision making process. Opinion 
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mining and Sentiment analysis gives analyzed people‟s opinion that can be effectively used for decision making. 

5. RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN OPINION MINING AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 

 

1) Detection of spam and fake reviews: The web contains both authentic and spam contents. For effective 

Sentiment 

classification, this spam content should be eliminated before processing. This can be done by identifying 

duplicates, by detecting outliers and by considering reputation of reviewer [1]. 

2) Limitation of classification filtering: There is a limitation in classification filtering while determining most 

popular thought or concept. For better sentiment classification result this limitation should be reduced. The risk of 

filter bubble [11] gives irrelevant opinion sets and it results false summarization of sentiment. 

3) Asymmetry in availability of opinion mining software: The opinion mining software is very expensive and 

currently affordable only to big organizations and government. It is beyond the common citizen‟s expectation. This 

should be available to all people, so that everyone gets benefit from it. 

4) Incorporation of opinion with implicit and behavior data: For successful analysis of sentiment, the opinion 

words should integrate with implicit data. The implicit data determine the actual behavior of sentiment words. 

5) Domain-independence: The biggest challenge faced by opinion mining and sentiment analysis is the domain 

dependent nature of sentiment words. One features set may give very good performance in one domain, at the same 

time it perform very poor in some other domain. 

6) Natural language processing overheads: The natural language overhead like ambiguity, co-reference, 

Implicitness, inference etc. created hindrance in sentiment analysis too. 

 

6. RESEARCH SCOPE IN OPINION MINING AND SENTIMENT ANALYSIS 
The major research scope areas in sentiment analysis are: 

1) Spam Detection Sentiment Analysis; 

2) Sentiment Analysis on short Sentence like abbreviations; 

3) Improving sentiment word identification algorithm; 

4) Developing fully automatic analyzing tool; 

5) Effective Analysis of policy opinionated content; 

6) Successful handling of bi polar sentiments; 

7) Generation of highly content lexicon database. 

7. CONCLUSIONS  

Thus, Opinion Mining and Sentiment analysis has wide area of applications and it also facing many research 

challenges. Since the fast growth of internet and internet related applications, the Opinion Mining and Sentiment 

Analysis become a most interesting research area among natural language processing community. A more 

innovative and effective techniques required to be invented which should overcome the current challenges faced by 

Opinion Mining and Sentiment Analysis. 
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